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Problem Definition

 Practice with feedback is critical to
language acquisition

 Instructors or tutors are often
unavailable

 Practice must be meaningful to learners

 Practice must be engaging to learners
(especially young learners)
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Problem Significance

 Advantages of bilingualism
 Cognitive advantages

 Cultural advantages

 Economic advantages

 Ties to cultural heritage and extended
family

 Positive ethnic identity
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Proposed Solutions

 Communication games in two types:
 Simple visual communication games

 “Interactive Fiction” role-playing games

 Games use speech-recognition features
 Partial credit scoring

 Explanation of errors made

 Emphasis on positive feedback

 System maintains a model of learner ability
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Visual Communication Games

 Learner is presented with an outline image
 Learner interacts with a cartoon character to

construct the image from components on the
screen, using short speech segments

 The cartoon character also acts as a
language coach

 System models and provides feedback on:
 Learner pronunciation
 Learner mastery of content (size, shape, position,

etc.)
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Visual Game Example

在那里?
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“Interactive Fiction” Role-Playing Games

 Learner is presented with auditory (and optionally,
text or graphic) prompts as part of a narrative

 Learner provides input using spoken phrases and
sentences

 System acts as a language coach as needed

 System models and provides feedback on:
 Learner mastery of pronunciation and prosody

 Learner mastery of grammar and semantics

 Learner mastery of pragmatic use of language

 Learner success in completing language tasks
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Interactive Fiction Example

You are standing at the end of a road before a small brick building.
Around you is a forest.  A small stream flows out of the building and

down a gully.
> go into the building
You are inside a building, a well house for a large spring.
There are some keys on the ground here.
There is a shiny brass lamp nearby.
There is food here.
There is a bottle of water here.
> Get the lamp
I think you said, “Get the lamp”, but it sounded like “Ket the lamp.”

Could you try again, please?
>
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Rationale

 Benefits of bilingualism are greatest when acquired early
(Baker)

 Communication activities are essential to language learning and
assessment (McNamara, Richards & Rodgers)

 Games provide meaningful context and motivation to use
language (Yao & McGinnis, Wright et al)

 Studies support use of technology to teach and assess
pronunciation and prosody (Hardison)

 Feedback to learner is most helpful when it is specific,
explanatory, and non-judgmental (Zhang)

 “Record and Compare” function is not sufficient (Ehsani &
Knodt)

 Sonograms are not useful, and spectrograms, while accurate
enough to provide value, require training to read (Zhang)
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Validity Study

 Formative Assessment is highly integrated with learning;
learning measurements will be one appropriate form of
validation

 Feedback model will be initially based on observations of skilled
human feedback

 Feedback quality will be evaluated by skilled human instructors
using an instrument (TBD)

 Student ability model will be calibrated and evaluated against
existing spoken language assessments (e.g. COPI, ELLOPA)

 System scoring of learner performance and feedback provided
will be re-checked by skilled instructors, with Faceted Rasch
analysis to compensate for rater severity and other factors
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Project Timeline

8 weeksSpeech Recognition/Feedback
System Development

4 weeksBeta Testing/Validity Study

4 weeksGame Programming

4 weeksGame Design

4 weeksRecord/Acquire Native Speaker
Samples
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Project Resources

16 weeksProject Manager

4 weeksSpeech Recognition System Integrator

3 weeksLanguage Instructors

6 weeksInstruction/Assessment Designer

2 weeksNative Speakers

4 weeksSound Engineer

6 weeksInform Programmer

3 weeksFlash Programmer

2 weeksGraphic Artist


